ARLIN
FROM CUBA TO BRAZIL
Arlin will add ”spark” to any presentation as she performs in multiple
languages and engages her audiences with her fast-paced, energetic show.
Arlin knew as a child that she wanted to be a singer. In addition to being multilingual she is multi-talented, having mastered the skills of the piano, guitar and
percussion instruments. Arlinnes Alvarez, mostly known as Arlin was born in
Cuba. She launched herself professionally as a singer through the National
Artist Academy after her high school debut in the musical play “La Chanteuse
du Paris.”

SPOTLIGHT
Part of the house band for Ricky Martin's Global
Gift Gala
Stage shared with Eva Longoria, Miguel Bose,
Gilberto Santa Rosa, Ednita Nazario and many
more.

KUDOS
“Miami-based pop singer makes her way to the
top playlists with single Y Te Vas (Version
Salsa).”
–Bruno Navarro Top Play Lists Spain
“La Reina de Las Noches de Miami”
(Queen Miami nights).
–Nestor Poveyer El Nuevo Herald

Recognized for her vocal range and her
silky, melodic voice, Arlin’s vibrancy and
energy come through whether backed
by her duo, trio or quintet. Her songs,
sung in English and the Romance
Languages: Spanish, Portuguese,
French and Italian, add to the spirit of
her eclectic show. A variety of styles
are featured in one show as her music
is influenced by Funk, Jazz, Latin and
World Music.
She was awarded the Excellency Prize
in Cuba and Spain in 2003 and 2004
respectively. This reflects her style as
she blends contemporary and world
music elements into a highly unique
show.
Arlin and the professional musicians in her band are the perfect combination
to bring to audiences an inter-active show that will have audiences talking long
after the lights have dimmed and the curtain has closed. Rhythm and melody
as performed by Arlin bring forth a beautiful, unforgettable evening of
entertainment.

Fresh, Versatile and Diverse… That’s Arlin.
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Tel (501) 691-3057
candj93@gmail.com

The Duet
Arlin (Vocal and minor percussion such as shakers, tambourin, and Cajon )
Michel Gonzalez (Guitars, Nylon, Acoustic, Fretless, Electric and vocals )

The Trio
Arlin (Vocal and minor percussion such as shakers, tambourin, etc. )
Michel Gonzalez (Guitars: Nylon, Acoustic, Fretless, Electric and vocals)
Michael Font (Percussion instruments: Congas, Bongoes, Djembe, Cajon as well as full Drum set and vocals)

The Quintet
Arlin (Vocal and minor percussion such as shakers, tambourin etc... )
Michel Gonzalez (Guitars: Nylon, Acoustic, Fretless, Electric and vocals)
Michael Font (Percussion instruments: Congas, Bongoes, Djembe, Cajon as well as full Drum set and vocals)
Jahnnio Hidaldo (Electric Bass and Vocals)
Abel Pabon (Keyboards and Synths)
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